Analysis of van der Waals surface area properties for human ether-a-go-go-related gene blocking activity: computational study on structurally diverse compounds.
In the present investigation, a computational analysis was performed on a data set comprised of human ether-a-go-go-related gene (hERG) blockers (triethanolamine, 1,3-thiazol-2-yl and tetrasubstituted imidazoline derivatives) in order to investigate the structural features required to reduce the hERG-induced cardiotoxicity problems in an early stage of drug discovery. The results derived from the quantitative structure-activity relationship (QSAR) analysis showed that the volume, surface area and shape descriptors (vsurf_) contributed significantly in all the models. This reveals that the hydrogen-bonding and hydrophilicity properties (vsurf_HB1, vsurf_CW4 and a_acc) on the van der Waals (vdW) surface of the molecule is negatively contributed for the hERG blocking activity and the hydrophobic property (vsurf_D6) and the total polar volume (vsurf_Wp2) on the vdW surface of the molecule are favourable for the activity. Further, the pharmacophore analysis also shows that the Aro/Hyd/Acc contour is one of the important biophore sites for the hERG blocking activity. This suggests that the presence of aromatic, hydrophobic and hydrogen-bonding groups in the molecules is favourable for interaction. In comparison with our earlier works (explaining the role of topological and hydrophobicity properties for the hERG blocking activity), these studies provided additional information on the importance of vdW surface area properties for the hERG blocking activity. These results can be used with other molecular modelling studies for the design of novel molecules that are free of cardiotoxicity.